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Since 1947, Phonak has been passionate about creating hearing solutions that change people’s lives, enabling them to thrive socially and emotionally.




Founded in Zurich, Switzerland, the company is a pioneer in hearing loss solutions. They developed the first hearing aid to take advantage of Bluetooth® technology in 2003. Its Hear the World initiative, launched in 2006, aims to create global awareness of hearing loss and promote solutions for individuals across the planet.
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Hear Little Moments




Phonak knows hearing conversations isn’t always easy, depending on the social setting. That’s why the Audéo™ Lumity device uses innovative Smartspeech™ Technology to improve your ability to follow conversations, even in hard-to-hear situations.




The three different models provide ideal features for anyone with an active lifestyle. It is sweatproof, waterproof and comes in a variety of shades, whether you want a pop of color or something more subtle.




Key Features include:




	Fully rechargeable for all-day wear
	Waterproof
	Sweatproof
	Health data tracking
	Universal connectivity





Smartspeech™ Technology




The Audéo Lumity has been trained with artificial intelligence-based machine learning to adapt to various sound environments, allowing users to better hear their surroundings. With StereoZoom 2.0, the Lumity can focus on conversations as noise levels in an environment increase. Lumity’s SpeechSensor algorithm detects the direction a main speech signal is coming from, allowing for improved hearing capability from the rear and sides.




Key benefits include:




	Reduced listening fatigue
	myPhonak app to track health- data and personalize the hearing experience
	Roger™ Wireless microphones









Sounds Like Paradise




The Phonak Audéo™ Paradise offers an unrivaled hearing experience with crisp natural sound, brilliant speech understanding and personalized noise-canceling technology that helps you enjoy your surroundings as they should be heard.




The device comes in four different models, several custom colors and even includes unique charger case options for when you’re on the go.




Key features include:




	Real-time, personalized noise cancellation
	Voice assistance access with a single tap on your smartphone
	Microphone streaming and connectivity through the RogerDirect™ device
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Experience Greater Intelligence




Controlled by AutoSenseOS™, Phonak’s ActiveVent™ helps balance environmental sounds with speech, allows for superior sound quality through streamed media and is compatible with all Audéo Paradise hearing aids.




This state-of-the-art receiver is a first, allowing you to hear the naturalness of your own voice while its intelligence technology adapts to other sounds around you.




Hearing loss can be tough, but it doesn’t have to be – ActiveVent and Audéo Paradise will ensure you can get back to hearing what you love most and enjoying life to the fullest.








Custom Design




The Phonak Virto™ Paradise hearing aids are fully connected devices shaped like an earbud. Each was designed to blur the lines between a hearing aid and a hearable to help people seek treatment sooner thanks to the stylish design and innovative hearing aid technology designed to meet the needs of even severe hearing loss.




Custom-made to perfectly fit your ears, the Phonak Virto Marvel Black is precisely calibrated to your individual ear anatomy, providing clear, rich sound. The Virto also comes in a lighter titanium model for added convenience and comfort.




The Unilateral Solution




Phonak CROS™ P is a sleek, reliable solution for individuals who have unilateral hearing loss that uses AutoSense OS™ and our proven Paradise technology for a rich hearing experience. The CROS P transfers sounds and voices to let your better-hearing ear access sounds from either side.
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Proven Success




Phonak’s Bolero™ Marvel and Naída™ Paradise hearing aids have a proven track record of helping those who experience severe hearing loss.




The Naída Paradise is a superpowered hearing aid that allows for enhanced sound, durability and improved reception of speech in settings with too much background noise. The Bolero Marvel offers robustness and reliability for a clear, rich sound experience. It also offers better speech understanding in noise, which means less listening effort is required.




Key features include:




	Clear support for better speech understanding and differentiation of sounds
	Connects directly to either your iOS® or Android™ smartphone or other Bluetooth® enabled devices
	Reliable rechargeable battery power
	Custom colors available to best fit your personal needs





Additional Options




Phonak takes pride in its track record for offering a wide array of hearing solutions for all individual types of hearing loss.




Be sure to ask your hearing health care specialist about these additional options:




	Phonak Sky™ Marvel
	Phonak Virto M-Titanium™ Marvel
	Phonak Lyric™
	Phonak Audéo Fit™













Call Hearing Systems at  (281) 855-8916 to inquire about Phonak Hearing Aids or to schedule an appointment.
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                Our Location

                 (281) 855-8916

                16103 W Little York Rd, Suite F
Houston, TX 77084

        	

        
            
        	
                Office Hours

                	Hours:

	Mon:	9:00am - 4:30pm
	Tue:	9:00am - 4:30pm
	Wed:	9:00am - 4:30pm
	Thur:	9:00am - 4:30pm
	Fri:	9:00am - 4:30pm
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